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This invention relates to printing mechanism, 
and haS for its object an improved organization 
Of PartS adapted especially for the printing of 
diSplay Or advertising cards from rubber or rub 
ber faced type. 

In Contrast With the ordinary printing opera 
tions, wherein metal type is used and where hun 
dreds Orperhaps thousands of copies of compara 
tively cloSely printed text are to be struck off, the 
Printing of Show or advertising cards, preferably 
from rubber or rubber-faced type, presents prob 
lems farremoved from the Ordinary printing op 
erations just mentioned. Not only are compara 
tively few cards of any particular design Or word 
ing needed, as for example, for the display of 
Particularly advertised bargains in various sec 
tions Of a. department store, but in addition, for 
the Sake of attracting customers’ attention, Often 
fantastic designs both in letters and figures are 
needed, and when they have Served their pur 
pOSe for the particular display desired, are in 
maNy CaSes Of no further USe. 
The preparation of Such type in metal is so far 

MOre eXPenSive than Similar Outlinings in rubber 
that COnSiderations of expense, because of the 
temporary and limited USe of the cards involved 
dictate the use of rubber or rubber-faced type. 

If Such character of type Were to be used in a, 
direct impression press, that is, Where the plane 
of the type-Supporting bedas well as of the print 
ing SUrface of the type approaches and recedes 
from the sheet to be printed in a. Substantially 
perpendicUlar direction, or at least Where the 
impact of the type against the sheet is Simulta 
neOuS throughout the set-up design or Wording, 
the distortion of the rubber faces of the type form 
and chOSen design W0Uld be of negligible conse 
quence, if indeed it occurred at all. However, 
LOnSiderations of Cheapness of apparatus and 
rapidity of production, and of quick Substitution 
Of one design for another, point to the traveling 
roller pressure method as the most feasible for 
effecting the imprinting of the design upon the 
Sheet Or Card. 

Here again difficulties are encoUntered as re 
gards the USe of rubber-faced type as contrasted 
With Other type, in that the travel Of the com 
preSSion roller, whether hand-operated or in caSe 
the roller be a correlated part Of the mechanism 
in that as the roller precedes from One end of the 
Sheet to the other, whether directly resting there 
upon Or upon an interposed blanket, the net ap 
plied preSSUre as transmitted to the Sheet, and 
type Surfaces is in a. direction generally acutely 
angled to the planes thereof, and consequently 

(C. 101-269) 
there is a tendency for the relatively yielding rub 
ber type Surface to Spread or be distorted from 
itS true position in the direction in Which the 
roller is traveling instead of truly perpendicu 
larly. This is true whether the letters or figures 
appearing in the design be circular, as for eX 
ample an “O’ or whether they be straight-lined, 
as for eXample an “Nº; in either case those Sec 
tiOnS Of the letters in Which there are interme 
diate Vertical portions–aSSuming the roller to 
be traveling from one Side Of a. sheet to the 
Other–are PUShed Out of alignment, so that in 
addition to the intended design of the letter or 
figure, there is an undesired cloud or Shading 
preSent at the Side of the letter contours in ques 
tion. Furthermore, it often happens When rubber 
type is being USed that despite the Utmost care, 
the first impression upon the paper due to the 
applied preSSure thereon is not, Sufficiently Uni 
form to completely transfer the design to the 
paper Or Card, and a Second impression is neces 
sary. Provision must therefore be made for per 
mitting the inSpection of a card thus Supposedly 
thoroughly printed upon before its removal from 
its registering position with respect to the type, 
Which has already made a partial impression, in 
GaSeit becomes neceSSary to indulge in a Second 
PreSSUre Operation. 
To ob Viate the objections to SUch Conditions, 

While taking fUll a.d.Wantage Of the OppOrtUnities 
of economical operation and rapid production 
and SUbstitution of the designS Which it is de 
Sired Shall appear UpOn the display Cards, I 
have devised the apparatus forming the subject 
matter of this disclosure; its structure and Work 
ing principles are illustrated in the accompany 
ing draWings, in Which » 

Figure 1 is a perspective Of One form of my 
improved construction, ShOWing a card in posi 
tion With respect to the Other Operative parts, 
and With the type arranged in desired relation 
for the printing of the design desired. 

Figure 2 is a lengthwise sectional elevation, 
ShoWing the relation of the Various operative 
parts to One another, being taken along the 
line 2–2 of Figure 1 and looking in the direction 
Of the arrOWS there ShOWn. 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary elevational wiew, 
partly in Section, Of a complete apparatUS, Vary 
ing from Figure l in that it SuggestS the pOS 
Sibility Of USing a. hand roller, instead Of the 
Correlated roller mernberS Shown therein. 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary and partly Sectioned 
view Similar to Figure 3, but intendedly diagram 
matic, in that it is designed to bring Out the 
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normally acting directions of the roller-applied 
force upon Subjacent cover and sheet and type 
memberS. 
Figure 5 is a plan WieW of the dewice Shown 

in Figure 1, the cover being lowered, and some 
of the parts then Subjacent thereto being Shown 
in dotted lines. 

Figure 6 makes use of the letters Spelling the 
word “NOWº to show, in the two representations 
embodied in this figure, the normal or Unclouded 
impression which is desired, and the blurred or 
distOrted impressions due to the Warping of the 
type under roller-applied pressure. 

Figure 7 is a detail wieW taken from Figure 1 
and looking in the direction of the arroW 
thereon, showing the preferred form of spring 
Catch for holding the sheet-Supporting clips in 
holding position On the Under face of the cover. 

Figure 8 iS a. fragmentary perspective on an 
enlarged scale showing a. preferred form of de 
mOUntable hinge or trunnion Support for the 
piVoted lateral edge of the sheet-Supporting 
COVe. 

Figure 9 is a detail elevational View, kargely 
in Section, taken along the line 9–9 of Figure 8 
and looking in the direction of the arrows there 
ShoWn. 
A represents a Supporting base or frame, and 

B the bed plate of my improved printing mecha 
nism. Along either side of the bed plate are 
positioned Spring rails C urged upWardly at 
their Center portions by the leaf Springs D, along 
which the ends of the top roller E are designed 
to travel. In the form Shown in Figure 1 the 
top roller E is rotatably Supported in a frame 
N, Which SpanS the breadth of the frame A and 
eXtends Sufficiently therebeneath for the lower 
rollers F tO engage against the corresponding 
under Surface of the frame, so that, subject to the 
adjUstment of the top roller by means of the 
eCCentrically Operating Catch G. Which Works 
upOn the ratchet face H of the frame, the de 
Sired degree of compression can be eXerted upon 
the bed plate B and its supported type, Sheet 
Or Card and COVer members hereinafter to be 
diSCuSSed, aS the roller-Supporting frame is 
moved lengthwise of the frame B by manual 
draW Upon the handle I. 
The top Surface of the bed plate is preferably 

PrOVided with a WaXy or Sticky Surfacing B1 
and if desired, with an arrangement of inter 
Secting guide lines B2 for facilitating the po 
Sitioning Of the type. A pure or unvulcanized 
rubber Surface may also be employed for this 
pUrpOSe. This Surface is of SUch StickineSS or 
adherent character that once the type is placed 
thereon it is reliably held in position but remov 
able by intentional manually applied pressure. 
On its top Surface are arranged the Several type 
blockS J; generally some of them are large, as 
for eXample the display of a price for an article 
named in COmparatively Small letters; these are 
positioned on the bed plate to form in reverse 
the design desired to be imprinted, but in any 
event they are of Such Size as compared With 
the Supporting blocks Jº, that the rubber or 
Similarly flexible printing surfaces J? are very 
appreciably Spaced from One another, so that, 
as brought Out in Figure 2 there are alternated 
elevations due to the depressions Where there is 
no inking Surface present, Which make the yield 
ing of the edges of the rubber letters Under roller 
preSSUre almOS, ineVitable a.S regards any preSent 
ly knoWm apparatus for c0unteracting this tend 
enCy. 
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Along One lateral edge of the bed plate is 

hingedly Supported a cover member K, which is 
provided with clips L for temporarily holding a. 
Sheet or card M. in position On the under Surface 
Of the COVer When the latter is IOWered Over and 
into contact With the type Surfaces. Bearing in 
mind the Unreliability of Securing a complete 
imprint from rubber type, especially if a rela 
tively thick card is to be imprinted, and the re 
Sultant, necessity of perhapS SecUring Wo im 
pressions from the same type Set-up, Which of 
COUPSe mUSf register, it, Will be obvioUS that this 
COVer efficiently Serves this purpose, in that When 
raised Up to inspection position of itS Supported 
sheet and then again lowered against the type 
SUrfaces, the already printed Or partly printed 
design On the Card Will be returned to trUe reg 
istry With the arranged type design. 

Since, hOWever, if the Sheet Or card be a thin 
One, and if the remarked-Upon Spaces betWeen 2 
the Surfaces of the type elements be quite large, 
eVen a, Sheet Or Card is often inadequate to pre 
vent a laterally flexing pressure upon the rub 
bertype Units as the roller paSSes Over the sheet, 
Or even OVer an Ordinary printing blanket posi 
tioned over the sheet. This tendency is brought 
out in Figure 4, Wherein the arrow X represents 
the horizontal direction Of travel Of the roller 
OVer the bed plate and itS Supporting parts, the 
arroW Y representS the type-distorting aCUte 
angular preSSure aS received from the roller, 
While the arroW Z representS the trUly perpen 
dicular direction of received preSSUre Which WOUld 
not result in any lateral distortion of the type. 
If the material Of which the cover is made be tOO 
thin or too yielding, the resultant effect of the 
roller’s traveling pressure thereover is undulatory, 
and this, not being abSOrbed by the Sheet Or Card 
Or even by a flexible blanket, is accordingly trans 
mitted, even through the card or sheet, to the 
soft-Surfaced type, whose margins on the far 
Side Of each letter from that initially feeling the 
roller’s pressing influence are more than likely to 
be bUlged Or distOrted, in the manner illustrated 
by the Second One of the illustrative representa 
tions of “NOWº shown in Figure 6, Which con 
trast Very Unfavorably With the regular and clean 
cut; letterings in the left-hand One of the repre 
Sentations of this word. The further the actual 
inked SUrfaces of the Several type elementS are 
spaced from one another, the worse this con 
dition is likely to be, since for example the Wide 
spaces desired between the quite large letterings 
On a Sale Or display Card Offen leave ValleyS Or 
Spaces between them of Such size that the roller 
Would often tend to sink Very appreciably be 
neath the plane of its normal and intended pres 
Sure level. And When its continued travel Would 
bring it to the edge of the next type letter or 
figure encountered, the deforming impact upOn 
the normal contours thereof as the roller rides 
OVer itS near edge to reSUme itS Ordinary preSSUre 
level Would additionally distort the rubber or 
Other Soft material of Which its printing Surface 
is fOrmed. 

It is also Worthy Of remark that this elimina 
tion of any transmitted acute-angular pressure 
contributes as Well to the maintenance Of the 
type units in their desired and arranged position 
on the waXy top surface B of the bed plate. The 
use of this latter is advisable, in place of any 
locked-up form of type set-up, because of the 
Small number of impressions of display cards of 
any particular design Would render a resort to 
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the latter prohibitively expensive, both in time 
and as to the apparatus needed. 

I, therefore, exercise considerable care in the 
determination of the character of the cover, Which 
may be of SOme stiffened fabric Or Wall board 
material, either of which is sufficiently rigid, as 
eompared with the pressure from the top roller, 
to translate any acute- angularly directed force 
into a truly perpendicular force before it reaches 
the distortable type surfaces, as well as to resist 
any tendency to an undulatory flexing of the 
cover. In either case Only the truly perpendic 
Ular pressure components are transmitted to the 
sheet andtype surfaces, the acutely angular forces 
being absorbed within the body or maSS of the 
cover. In this manner and by Such meanS I 
have found it possible to accurately and ecOnOm 
ically print display cards from the relatively 
Cheap rubber type Without the probability of en 
countering a. distorted impression upon the Card 
When Supposedly finished. 

I desire it to be understood that the Specific 
method of asSuring the Swinging action of the 
cover member, so that itS Supported card Will 
reliably register With the type design, is com 
paratively immaterial; either a true hinge ConneC 
tion With the bed plate frame, or a pivotal or a 
trunnion connection may be resorted to, Without 
departure from the intended Scope of this dis 
closure. Some Such Connection betWeen the COVer 
and the bed plate seems preferable and conducive 
to quick operation of the device. 
The preferred form of operative connection be 

tween the Sheet-Supporting cover and the baSe 
| plate is illustrated in a rather enlarged Scale in 
Figures 8 and 9. Rising from the edge of the 
base plate near either end of the cover K are 
trough-like members or Cradles P, in the base Or 
central Web of each of Which is positioned a, 
rather light helical Spring Q, upon which the ends 
Of the lateral bar R, of the frame of the cover 
K rest, being accordingly pressed lightly UpWard. 
These bar ends R may be lifted from the Cradles 
and inserted therein quite easily when the cover 
K is in uplifted Or vertical position or nearly S0; 
but long before the loWering of the cover over 
the type has been completed, the shoulders S on 
the cover's frame, adjacent the bar ends R have 
engaged Under the projections T' On the Cradles 
So that the bar ends R are then held doWm, 
against the upWard thrUst of their Springs Q, and 
cannot be lifted Out of the Cradles Until the Cover 
member has again been raised. Thus an accu 
rately locating hinge or pivoting construction is 
afforded for guiding the swing of the cover, no 
matter how many timeS it may be raised Orlow 
ered. BUt, if remOVability of the Cover be a mat 
ter of minor importance, any Suitable form of 
hinge or pivot connection between the cover and 
the bed plate may be resorted to. 
And in Figure 7 there is illustrated a deSirable 

but by no means essential form of catch mecha 
nism for locking the bar V, On Or near the SWing 
ing edge of the cover K, in position Over the 
OUter Or free ends of the Sheet-holding clipS L. 
The bar V Which is Slidably traversed by the cot 
ter pin W in each of the cages Wº being yield 
ingly held in the depressed position shown by the 
action of the helical Spring W?. When it is desired 
to release the ends of the sheet-holding clips L, 
Slight finger pressure upon the bar V in the di 
rection of the extreme edge of the COVer K SUf 
fices to overcome the pressure of the Springs W?, 
So that the bar V as a Whole is moved clear Of 
engagement over the ends of the clips L. 

B 
What I Claim is: 
1. In an apparatus for printing display Cards, 

in Gombination With a bed plate, a top Surfacing 
therefor comprising a film of Sticky material 
adapted to resist the unintended displacement of 
Substitutable type elements from their Several 
located positions thereon, removable type blocks 
hawing their printing faces of relatively flexible 
material and their base portions adapted to be 
adherently engaged by the Sticky coating on the 
bed plate, a. hingedly supported cover member of 
fibrous material adapted to be SWung over Or 
aWay from contact With the flexible type faces as 
arranged, means appurtenant Said cover member 
for detachably Securing a card in desired position 
thereOn, and a pair of correlated roller members 
acting respectively upon the under Surface of the 
bed plate and upon the top Surface of the cover 
member, Whereby as Said rollers are moved 
lengthwise thereof the printing pressure exerted 
Upon the cover member and its then Subjacent 
Card by the Upper One of said roller members is 
transmitted to the card and the then engaging 
type Surfaces in a. direction substantially per 
Pendicular to the planes of Said parts. 

2. In a mechanism for printing with rubber 
faced type, in combination with a frame and a 
bed plate Supported thereby, an adhesive coating 
for the top Surface of said bed plate adapted to 
effect the temporary anchorage of type units in 
their intended location thereon, a cover member 
of fibrous material hingedly supported by said 
frame in position to be swung over and into sub 
stantial parallelism with the plane of the print 
ing faces of the positioned type elements, means 5 
for removably positioning a card upon the under 
SUrface of Said cover member, and a pair of cor 
reiated roller members adapted to act upon the 
top Surface of Said cover member and upon the 
Under Surface of Said bed plate when moved 
lengthwise thereof, whereby due to the interpo 
Sition of Said cover member a truly downward 
Pressure is transmitted to its supported and then 
Subjacent card and upon the printing surface of 
öhe type elements. 

3. Apparatus for enabling accurate printing 
impressions to be made from rubber-faced type, 
Comprising, in combination with a bed plate for 
SUPPOrting the type and roller means for effect 
ing a. Printing pressure by movement thereof 
lengthwise of the bed plate and of the sheet to be 
imprinted, a. hinged cover member of fibrous ma 
terial Positioned in operative relation to said bed 
Plate and its Supported type, said cover member 
being provided with means for holding the sheet 
during the printing operations and being limit 
edly flexible only, whereby the pressure due to 
the passage of the roller means thereover is 
transmitted to the sheet and its inked type in a. 
direction Substantially perpendicular to the 
planes thereof. 

4. Means for preventing the flexing of the 
Printing Surface of rubber-faced type due to the 
ProgreSSive pressure of a roller member movable 
lengthwise thereof and of a sheet to be printed, 
ComPrising, in combination therewith and with a. 
bed plate for Supporting the type units in desired 
relation to One another, a cover member offibrous 
material for temporarily holding in position a 
Sheet WhOse imprinting is desired, said cover 
member being hingedly connected With the bed 
plate Structure, and being adapted to transmit 
the rolling pressure upon its upper surface to the 
then Subjacent sheet and type surfaces only in 
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a. direction substantially perpendicular to the 
planes thereof. 

5. Means for enabling accurate printing im 
pressions to be taken from rubber-faced type, 
comprising, in combination thereWith and With a. 
Supporting bed plate therefor means applied to 
the top Surface of the bed plate for adherently 
holding the type units against displacement from 
their Several Selected pOSitiOnS Ol Said bed plate, 
a, hinged cover member of fibrous material for 
removably Supporting a. sheet to be printed, and 
roller means for effecting a. traVeling preSSUre 
upon the top Surface of the cover member, the 
body of Said cover member being adapted to 
translate Within itself into pressure acting Sub 
stantially perpendicularly to the plane of the 
Sheet and of the type surfaces the initially 
acutely angled pressure received by itS tOp SUr 
face due to the travel of the roller member there 
OWer. 

6. Means for utilizing the preSSure Of an ap 
plied roller member to effect the accurate im 
printing of a sheet from rubber-faced type, COm 
prising, in combination therewith and with a bed 
plate for Supporting the type in arranged pOSi 
tion an adhesive coating On the top Surface of the 
bed plate for maintaining the individual type 
blocks against displacement from their selected 
positions on said bed plate, a cover member of 
fibrous material hingedly Supported in position to 
be lowered over the arranged type Surface, Said 
cover member being adapted to remoVably hold 
a Sheet in Suitable impression-receiving pOSition 
and being adapted to transmit the preSSUre re 
ceived from the roller to the then Subjacent sheet 
and type surfaces only in a. direction Substantially 
perpendicular to the planes thereof. 

7. In a roller impression printing mechanism, 
including a bed plate provided With an adherent 
coating on its top surface, type positionable there 
on, and means for effecting a. traveling impres 
sion lengthwise of a. sheet and of the arranged 
type, a cover member of fibrous material Swing 
ably positioned along one edge of the bed plate 
and adapted to be lowered to a position of Sub 
stantial parallelism thereWith, Said COVer having 
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means for Supporting a. sheet on its under face 
during the printing Operation thereby positioning 
the lafter directly over the exposed printing Sur 
faces of the type, and being adapted to serve as 
a buffer between the traveling impression roller 
and the then Subjacent, sheet and type, Whereby 
the angularly acting forces exerted upon its sur 
face by the movement of the roller are translated 
into truly perpendicular pressures upon the sheet 
and the type Surfaces. 

8. In a printing mechanism, means for pre 
Venting the deforming flexion of rubber faced 
type When used in association with a traveling 
impression roller, comprising, in combination 
therewith and with a Supporting bed plate, a 
hingedly Supported fibrous cover member of 
appreciable thickness and of slightly flexible 
character adapted to removably hold a Sheet on 
its under Surface and to have its upper surface 
traversed by Such impression roller when the 
cover member islowered over the type, said cover 
member Serving to accurately locate the sheet 
With respect to the type and to absorb within its 
maSS the angularly directed forces derived from 
the passage of the roller over its top surface, 
thereby permitting only truly perpendicularly 
directed forces to reach the sheet and the type 
SUrfaces. 

9. In a printing mechanism employing rubber 
faced type and relying upon the action of a 
traveling roller member for its imprinting pres 
Sure, the Combination therewith and a, bed plate 
having an adhesively coated top surface whereon 
the type units are Selectively positioned of a 
hingedly SuppOFted cover member of fibrous ma 
terial proVided With means for Supporting a Sheet 
On its Under Surface When lowered to position of 
Substantial parallelism With the plane of the type 
surfaces, said cover member being adapted to 
absorb Within its maSS the angularly directed 
Strains to Which itS Upper SUrface is SUbjected due 
to the movement of the roller thereover, and 
thereby transmitting to the then SUbjacent Sheet 
and type elements Only a Substantially perpen 
dicular pressure. 

HERBERT' W. LAMB. 
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